Abstract-In a near video-on-demand (near-VOD) system, requests for a movie arriving in a period of time are grouped (or "batched") together and served with a single multicast stream. In this paper, we consider providing near-VOD services when there is a cost associated with using a network multicast channel. We address the tradeoff between system profit, given by the total pay-per-view collected minus the total channel cost, and user delay or user loss (due to reneging). We first analyze and compare the tradeoff of two traditional "basic" schemes, namely, the window-based schemes in which a maximum user delay can be guaranteed, and the batch-size based scheme in which system profit can be guaranteed. By combining these basic schemes, we present a scheme which can adaptively balance system profit and user delay when the underlying request rate fluctuates. We then consider the case in which delayed users may renege and determine how system profit can be maximized by sizing the batching period given user's reneging behavior. We show that maximizing profit can lead to excessively high user loss rate, especially when the channel cost is high and users are not very patient. Therefore, a shorter suboptimal batching period should be used for this case in reality. We finally introduce schemes which are able to offer high profit or low user loss when the underlying arrival rate fluctuates.
Tradeoff Between System Profit and User Delay/Loss in Providing Near Video-on-Demand Service I. INTRODUCTION V IDEO-ON-DEMAND (VOD) refers to video services in which a user is able to request from a server any video content at any time. VOD encompasses many applications such as movie-on-demand, news-on-demand, home shopping, distance learning, training, etc. [1] [2] [3] . In true-VOD, each user is assigned its own dedicated unicast stream (or channel), and hence it enjoys great flexibility in interacting with the server while viewing the video. However, for some applications where a large number of concurrent requests for the same video has to be accommodated, true-VOD becomes very expensive. As an alternative, near-VOD is much more cost-effective, whereby many requests for a given video content arriving over a certain period of time are grouped (i.e., batched) and served with a single multicast stream. Such a scheme is acceptable for applications where user interactivity is not essential, as is the case with movie-on-demand. (A certain degree of user interactivity may be achieved with near-VOD. Readers interested in this aspect are referred to [4] [5] [6] and the references therein.) Today, request batching is widely used for movie-on-demand services over satellite and cable networks. It simply consists of having the same movie shown at specific prescheduled points in time, with the time between consecutive showings (referred to as the batching window) equal to some fraction of the movie's duration. Clearly, for a given request arrival process, the larger the batching window is, the smaller is the number of network channels used (and hence the lower is the network cost) and the larger is the batch size (and hence the higher is the revenue per channel). However, this also implies a longer delay experienced by a user (and hence the worse is the quality of the service as compared to an ideal true-VOD system). Since it is quite typical for users to renege after experiencing "long" delays, an excessively long batching period may lead to a high loss in user requests (and thus revenue), and in the long run, loss of customers. Therefore, it is very important in practice to strike a balance between profit and quality of service in terms of user delay and user loss rate. This is the issue we address in this paper.
More specifically, we consider a near-VOD system in which requests to view movies arrive according to a known stochastic process; requests corresponding to the various movies are batched separately over time according to some batching scheme, and each such batch is served by a single multicast stream. We consider in this paper that multicast channels are acquired as needed (i.e., on-demand), and a certain cost is associated with the use of such a channel (the cost is a function of the channel bandwidth and the duration of use). We also consider that each served request is charged a certain pay-per-view fee which is also a function of the movie's characteristics (e.g., its data rate and duration). Our primary interest is to understand, and hence to achieve, the tradeoff between profit (defined as the difference between fees collected and channel-usage cost) and user delay (defined as the time from when a user places a request and the time the movie starts to be displayed).
Concerning user reneging behavior, in the absence of any such information that one could rely on, it is quite appropriate to consider a very simple model in which users are willing to wait for a certain period of time beyond which they get dissatisfied and may be considered as having reneged (i.e., lost). That is, the reneging function is a step function, exhibiting a hard limit on the tolerable delay. A more refined version of this model may be as follows. The user satisfaction is very high if the delay experienced is below a certain value , and very low if the delay exceeds a certain value (which leads to very high rate of reneging). Delays between and are tolerated (no user reneging), but the user satisfaction is not very high. One could also conceive a number of models for the user reneging behavior, as has been done in the literature: the time that a user is willing to wait before reneging is considered to be distributed according to some cumulative distribution function. Examples of the function are exponential function [7] , [8] , truncated Gaussian [9] , and linear function (corresponding to a uniform distribution) [10] . (We note that the use of any specific model in the literature has been either arbitrary, or driven by the need to keep the underlying analysis tractable.) Where user reneging is assumed, the batching period has an influence on system profit (given by the total pay-per-view collected minus the total channel cost). If it is too short, too much channel cost is incurred; on the other hand, if it is too long, too many users would renege, and hence too little of a revenue is collected. Of interest is to maximize the profit by sizing the batching period, and to achieve the tradeoff between profit and the percentage of users lost (the latter is indicative of user dissatisfaction and would ultimately lead to an attrition on the customer base).
Previous work on near-VOD concentrated on the streaming capacity available at the server. Such capacity was considered to be given, and in a sense already paid for, and therefore of interest was the issue of assigning the available streams to the various requests so as to meet a certain loss rate of requests [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] . We focus in our study on network multicasting cost, in which case it is important to address the conflicting goals between high system profit and low user delay (or low user loss). Some of the schemes we consider here (the basic schemes) are not new. However, they have been traditionally studied via simulation [10] , [8] ; we provide their analysis here. More advanced batching techniques, such as piggybacking and client buffering, have been considered in the literature. (Readers interested in that are referred to [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] and references therein). The schemes presented here can be used in conjunction with theirs to achieve higher bandwidth saving. This paper is organized as follows.
In Section II, we analyze various batching schemes under the assumption that users do not renege (i.e., the batching period of the schemes are within user's delay expectation). We first analyze two well-known basic batching schemes-the window-size based scheme and the batch-size based scheme-and then introduce a new adaptive scheme which combines appropriately the key advantage of the window-size based scheme (namely, guaranteed delay) and the key advantage of the batch-size based scheme (namely, guaranteed per-stream revenue) and therefore adaptively balances system profit and user delay. In Section III, we study the design of near-VOD systems with user reneging by examining the tradeoff between profit and user loss with respect to the batching period. We conclude in Section IV.
II. SYSTEM PROFIT AND USER DELAY WHEN USERS DO NOT RENEGE
In this section, we consider the case in which users do not renege. We first describe the batching schemes (Sections II-A and II-B), and analyze them in terms of the number of channels required, the number of batched users served by a multicast stream (i.e., the batch-size), the delay experienced by a user, and the tradeoff between system profit and user delay, given a certain multicast channel cost (Section II-C). We finally present some illustrative numerical examples (Section II-D).
The following general considerations apply to the remainder of this paper. We consider a properly designed system in which the probability of running out of multicast channels is sufficiently low and can be ignored. Accordingly, the servicing of requests pertaining to a given movie is independent of the servicing of requests for other movies, and hence it is sufficient to consider the single movie case. Let the movie duration be minutes, and let (dollars) denote the pay-per-view fee (PPV) charged to the served users.
In near-VOD with multicast channel cost, there is in general a minimum average batch-size for the system to become profitable. For example, let us consider the cost incurred in using a multicast channel to be the sum of a fixed cost (dollars) and a cost (dollars) per user served by that multicast channel. Let and denote the number of users served in a batch (that is, by a multicast stream) and its average, respectively. Typically is a random variable the distribution of which depends on the request arrival process for the movie and the particular batching scheme in use. The revenue collected in serving a batch is simply given by , and the channel cost is given by ; thus, serving a batch of size is profitable if , in which case the profit is given by . Otherwise, a loss is incurred in the amount of . The value of corresponding to break-even is given by (1) Clearly, a batching scheme is profitable if , i.e., . We consider the stochastic process representing the arrival of requests for the movie to have a mean rate of requests/minute. Since users do not renege, the rate of revenue is then given by . The rate of profit, (in $/min), is hence given by , where the second term on the right hand side is the rate of channel cost. In other words (2) where
. From the equation, we see that if users do not renege, the profit is related to : the higher is, the higher is the profit. We summarize in Table I the important symbols we use in this paper.
A. Basic Batching Schemes
The basic batching schemes considered in this paper fall into two categories depending on the stopping rule used in batching user requests. In one category, the stopping rule is based on a timewindow whereby all users arriving within a well-defined window of time are batched together. In the other category, the stopping rule is based on the number of requests collected. In the following, we describe these basic schemes. We then introduce a batching scheme which combines both stopping rules. In the time-window based category, we consider three schemes referred to as fixed scheduling, fixed gating, and auto-gated scheduling. The fixed scheduling scheme is the simplest: it shows a movie once every exactly minutes. A user which requests a video between two such showings (the batching window) is served by the next showing following the request. Note that in this scheme, a stream is used even if no request has been made in the batching period preceding it. The fixed gating is similar to fixed scheduling, except that a showing is omitted if no user has requested the movie in its corresponding batching window. In the auto-gated scheduling (or simply auto-gating [20] ), a batching window of size minutes is not preset as in the aforementioned schemes, but started by the first arrival following the ending of the previous batching window.
Note that in all three schemes, the user delay is bounded by . In both fixed scheduling and fixed gating, the movie showtime may be published in advance, while in the auto-gating, the movie showtime can only be determined, and thus advertised, at the start of the corresponding batching window. In fixed scheduling, the number of concurrent streams required is deterministic and given by , while in fixed and auto-gating, the number of concurrent streams required is random and depends on the arrival process. Finally, in all the three schemes, the batch size, and thereof the profit, is random and depends on the requests' arrival process. When the arrival rate is high, the batch size is large and high profit may be achieved. Conversely, when the arrival rate drops, the batch size also drops and profitability may no longer be guaranteed.
The batch-size based scheme we consider here is quite simple. The batching period ends when the batch-size has reached a certain value . Clearly by setting , profitability is guaranteed. However, the user delay is not bounded and depends on the arrival process, and the movie showtime remains unknown and cannot be advertised to the users prior to the showtime.
B. Adaptive Scheme
We now introduce a new adaptive scheme which combines the key advantage of the window-size based schemes (namely guaranteed delay) and the advantage of the batch-size based scheme (namely guaranteed per stream revenue) by ensuring that when the arrival rate is sufficiently high (and hence, profit can be easily achieved), the system guarantees fairly low delay to the users. But when arrival rate is not so high, the system guarantees certain profit as long as user's delay does not exceed a certain bound. The scheme therefore balances adaptively service quality (in terms of the delay user experienced) and system profit.
We consider that user satisfaction is high if the delay experienced is below a certain value . We also consider that there is a delay beyond which user satisfaction is very low and, for all practical purposes, users should not be delayed beyond that. Delays between and are tolerated (i.e., no reneging is likely to take place), but the user satisfaction is not high. As an example, may be in the range 3-7 minutes while may be in the range 15-40 minutes. According to this user satisfaction model, the adaptive scheme has three parameters:
, and , and operates as follows. A batching window is started upon the arrival of the first request after a movie showing. If users arrive within , the system keeps batching until is reached, thereby increasing the profitability beyond the minimum ;if is reached before users are collected, the batching window is extended until either or is reached, whichever occurs first. Thus, when the arrival rate drops, the system tries to maintain profitability by using the batch-size based scheme with ; but since users should not be delayed beyond , a maximum batching window of is imposed, i.e., even if there are fewer than users arriving within the window of size , the movie is shown anyway. Note that users may not know the exact video show time; however, the show time is guaranteed to be in the range following the first arrival in the batch.
C. Scheme Analysis
In analyzing the batching schemes described above, we consider, for the sake of simplicity, that the request arrival process for the movie is Poisson with rate requestsmin. Let denote the average number of concurrent streams used for the movie. Clearly, for true VOD, we have . Recall that is the the batch size and is its mean; we let denote its distribution. Since there is no user reneging, is related to by . Let denote the delay of a user, with its distribution and its mean. Explicit expressions of these parameters for the various schemes are quite easy to derive as follows.
1) Fixed Scheduling: The distribution of the batch size is Poisson with mean . Thus, . is uniformly distributed between 0 and , and hence . 2) Fixed Gating: The probability that there are requests in a batch is given by (a truncated Poisson distribution); hence, and . Given that there is an arrival within a batching window , its arrival time is uniformly distributed within the window, i.e., , for , and hence . 3) Auto-Gating: Clearly, the distribution of the batch size is given by , for (a Poisson distribution offset by 1). Therefore (3) and . (It can be easily shown that the difference in among all the window-based schemes is at most one.) In terms of the delay distribution, since the first user in each batch experiences delay while the remaining ones in the batch have delay uniformly distributed between 0 and ,wehave for (4) where is the impulse function with for and . Hence, . Clearly, as increases, the impulse at decreases, and the delay distribution approaches a uniform distribution with mean . 4) Batch-Size Based Scheme: is deterministic in this case and equal to , and . Let denote the batching period, which is a random variable equal to the sum of exponential variables; therefore, its distribution is given by (5) and its mean is given by . The user delay distribution is obtained by conditioning on as follows. Given , the first user in the batch has delay , the last user has delay equal to 0, while the remaining users have delay uniformly distributed between 0 and , i.e., , for . Removing the condition on by using (5), the user delay distribution is given by (6) and , which is half of the average batching period (as expected). The detailed analysis for the adaptive scheme is more involved, and is shown in Appendix A.
D. Numerical Results and Comparisons
In this section, we present some illustrative numerical results of the schemes. We consider the window-size based schemes first, followed by the batch-size based scheme and adaptive scheme.
We first compare true-VOD, fixed scheduling, fixed gating, and auto-gating in terms of their stream requirement . We plot in Fig. 1 normalized to the maximum number of streams used (i.e., ) as a function of for these schemes. Clearly, for ag i v e n ,a s increases, for the true-VOD case increases without bound, while all the window-size based schemes approach a limiting value given by . Fixed scheduling always consumes a fixed number of streams no matter what the arrival rate is; and for , it has even higher than true-VOD. Auto-gating achieves the lowest among all the schemes. It is not hard to show that fixed-gating consumes up to 30% more streams than auto-gating (attained at ), while the maximum difference in between the two is 0.2036 (attained at ). In the following, we limit ourselves to auto-gating and use 90 minutes. We first consider the maximum delay incurred by a user when a certain level of system profit as given by is to be guaranteed ( in order to achieve profit). Recall that the maximum user delay is simply given by the window size , which is selected according to (clearly, this assumes that is known a priori). We show in Fig. 2 the maximum user delay versus to achieve various values of .A s increases, the maximum user delay decreases. As decreases, the user delay has to increase very rapidly in order to maintain the same level of profit.
Regarding the batch-size based scheme, since the batching period is extended until exactly users have been collected, the delay in the batch-size based scheme is not bounded as is the case with the window-size based schemes. A typical distribution of user delay is shown in Fig. 3 ( requests/h and ). There is an impulse at the origin with magnitude , since the last user in every batch enjoys zero delay. For a given , when decreases, the impulse at the origin does not change but the distribution spreads out, indicating an increase in the user delay. When increases (for a given ), the impulse in the origin decreases while the tail spreads.
We now examine the tradeoff between profit and user delay for both auto-gating and the batch-size based scheme. Regarding user delay, we use maximum delay for auto-gating (i.e., ) and the 99th percentile delay for the batch-size based scheme. We show in Fig. 4 normalized to versus user delay for 2 and 10 ( 100 requests/h). Clearly, increases when users experience higher delay. It first rises rather sharply from negative values (due to high channel cost) to positive values (due to the channel cost amortized by PPV collected), and approaches asymptotically to (note that the system revenue is given by ). If is low, the profit can be very close to the maximum with low user delay; on the other hand, if is high (e.g., ), high profit may not be achieved without incurring long user delay. Given a certain maximum user delay not to be exceeded, the profit for the batch-size based scheme is lower than that for auto-gating, and the difference is significant when the delay requirement is low. Combining with its deterministic delay, auto-gating appears to be more attractive than batch-size based scheme. We finally consider the adaptive scheme. In Fig. 5 , we show a typical distribution of user delay ( requests/h). We see that indeed no user experiences a delay higher than ; there are some with delay , some with delay , and some with zero delay (those ending the batching period by making up a batch of users). When the arrival rate is low, the distribution is similar to that of the auto-gating with window size ;on the other hand, when is high, the distribution is similar to that of the auto-gating with window size . In Fig. 6 , we show in solid line the profit versus for the adaptive scheme with minutes, , and minutes. We clearly see that when the arrival rate increases, the scheme first uses a larger window size (by following the auto-gating curve with minutes) so that the system can recover from a loss. As further increases, the adaptive scheme offers a better service by switching to a batch-size scheme (with ) and then to the auto-gating with a smaller window size (of minutes). We next examine the delay of the adaptive scheme and show in Fig. 7 the corresponding 99th percentile user delay versus . When is low, user delay is bounded by . When is high, most of the users enjoy low delay no longer than . And for intermediate values of , most of the user delay is between and following the curve corresponding to the batch-size based scheme.
III. ACHIEVING THE TRADEOFF BETWEEN SYSTEM PROFIT AND USER LOSS WITH USER RENEGING
In this section, we consider the tradeoff between profit and user loss when users may renege from the system. We first consider the auto-gating and then two schemes based on the combination of auto-gating and batch-size based scheme, given the network cost model mentioned in Section II. We are interested in the following closely related measures: 1) average per-batch profit, obviously given by ; 2) profit rate (the profit per unit time ($/minute)), given by (7) where is the average period between two consecutive movie showtimes, and the normalized profit rate with respect to (i.e., ); 3) system throughput , representing the number of requests served per minute, given by . Clearly, the revenue is ($/min) and the loss rate is given by . Note that once and are known, and are all known. 
A. Users' Reneging Behavior
As before, we consider that requests for a movie arrive according to a Poisson process with rate requestsmin. The waiting tolerance of the users is independent of each other, and each is willing to wait for a period of time minutes; if its requested movie is not displayed by then, it reneges. (Note that even if the start time of a movie is known, a user may lose its interest in a movie and cancel its request if it is delayed too long; in this case, the user is defined lost or "reneged.") is a random variable with its cumulative distribution denoted by a the user reneging function and a mean denoted by minutes. We consider the following exponential reneging function. Users are always willing to wait for a minimum time ; the additional waiting time beyond minutes is exponentially distributed with mean minutes, i.e., if otherwise (8) Obviously, the larger is, the more delay users can tolerate. Take as an example. With 15 minutes, users are not very patient (almost 30% of the users cannot wait beyond 5 minutes and more than 60% of the users cannot wait beyond 15 minutes), while with 120 minutes, users are very patient (almost 80% of the users can tolerate beyond 30 minutes). Note that since users are more willing to wait in the window-based scheme than the batch-size based scheme, the reneging function for the window-based schemes would have a longer tail. We have also considered linear and step reneging functions, but the results are very similar, and hence would not be presented here [21] .
B. Basic Schemes: Profit Analysis
We first consider the profit issues for window-size based schemes. For auto-gating, the first user of a batch is forced to wait minutes (the window size) before it is served. Note that if the first user in a batch reneges, the batching window is advanced to the next request. (Clearly, should be less than the maximum tolerable waiting time of the users; otherwise, a batch could never be possibly formed.) The probability that the first user in a batch reneges before the batching window finishes is given by . Hence, the average time between consecutive movie showtimes is given by , i.e.,
Let be the probability that a request arriving within a batch remains till the end of the batching window. Given that a request arrives within the batching window , its arrival time is uniformly distributed in the window. By conditioning on the amount of time left from its arrival until the batching window ends, is given by (10) Including the first user in the batch, the average batch size is hence given by (11) Note that . Therefore, is a nondecreasing function in , and attains its maximum when . Hence, to maximize the per-batch profit should be chosen equal to the maximum tolerable delay of the users, and the corresponding maximum per-batch profit is then given by . Maximizing per-batch profit, therefore, makes no sense when the reneging function is exponential, since then , and thus . A more interesting measure is to maximize the profit rate, which encourages small frequent return by examining the system profit over the infinite time horizon.
Applying the above expressions of and to the exponential reneging function, we obtain the following expression for the normalized profit rate , we have (12) , shown at the bottom of the page. Using the above, it is not difficult to show that the system cannot be profitable (i.e., )if . For , the system is profitable when (13) For , the system is profitable whenever [21] . The window size which maximizes is obtained by setting . Clearly, .I n Appendix B, we derive the user delay distribution for such a reneging function.
We next consider fixed gating, whose analysis is similar to that of auto-gating. Define to be the probability that a request would stay until the end of a batching window. By conditioning on the arrival time of the request, we have . The probability that there is no request at the end of a batching window is hence given by . Therefore, the average interval between consecutive channel allocations is , and the average batch size is . From these, can be obtained. We next consider the batch-size based scheme. In this scheme, the system continues to batch requests until a certain number of requests are collected (The system is aware of users reneging and does not count users that have reneged). If is too low, then the profit is low (due to too small a number of users collected and too high a number of channels allocated over time); however, if is too high, the profit is also low (due to user reneging). Therefore, we expect that there is an optimal value of which maximizes the profit rate. The mathematical analysis of the scheme with arbitrary user reneging functions is difficult, and we have used simulation to study it.
C. Combining Auto-Gating and Batch-Size Based Scheme
We now consider combining auto-gating and the batch-size based scheme so as to achieve either high profit or low loss when the arrival rate fluctuates around a given target value. The schemes are similar to the adaptive scheme mentioned in Section II-B, but with and some modifications due to user reneging.
In the combined-for-profit scheme, requests are batched until the number of users collected (excluding those reneged) is no fewer than a parameter (so as to ensure profit) and the batching period (the time between the first request in the batch and the movie showtime) is no less than minutes (so as to safeguard against too short a batching period). 1 We see that the scheme operates according to auto-gating when the arrival rate is high, and according to the batch-size based scheme when the rate drops. The profit rate of the combined scheme is hence no less than either of the two "constituent" schemes. Since there is a tradeoff between profit and user loss, the cost in achieving high profit this way is higher user loss.
On the other hand, in the combined-for-loss scheme, the loss rate is kept low at the sacrifice of some profit: the scheme keeps batching users until the first user in the batch has waited for minutes or the number of users collected is , whichever is earlier. Obviously, such a scheme operates as auto-gating when the arrival rate is low, and the batch-size based scheme when the arrival rate increases.
The appropriate batching parameters for the above schemes, namely and , are chosen from its respective constituent 1 Note that W in the previous adaptive scheme is called W in this scheme.
for otherwise. batching schemes (i.e., in the window-based scheme and in the batch-size based scheme) "optimized" independently for the target arrival rate for the movie, i.e., to achieve the maximum profit subject to a user loss requirement when the other is absent. We have used simulation to study the performance of this scheme.
D. Numerical Results
In this section, we present numerical results for the batching schemes given the exponential user reneging function. We first discuss the window-size based schemes, focusing on auto-gating (The performance of fixed-gating is similar to that of the auto-gating and will not be presented here [21] ). Then we discuss the batch-size based scheme and the combined schemes. We are primarily concerned with achieving maximum profit subject to a certain user loss requirement (say around 10%).
For auto-gating, we first study the influence of on and , with , and minutes. We show in Fig. 8  (in solid lines) and system throughput (in dashed line) as a function of ( 100 requests/h and minutes). Clearly, , and hence the revenue rate, decrease with due to user reneging. The profit , however, first increases rather sharply to reach a maximum, and then decreases rather slowly as increases (asymptotically to the value given by , as expected). Maximum profit can be achieved with low values of , especially when is low. As increases, more users have to be batched in order to amortize the channel cost and hence increases. As increases, also increases as shown in Fig. 9 , indicating that there is no point to use values of beyond .I ti s worth noting that increases rather linearly with , and does not depend much on . For example, to maintain a loss rate at around 10% for ranging from 40 to 100 requests/h, we can use minutes. Figs. 8 and 9 show that, for the range of between 0 and , there is a tradeoff between profit and user loss, and it may be necessary to choose values of below in order to keep low, especially when is large. For example, consider ; we may choose minutes (achieving /h) instead of the optimum minutes (with /h) to decrease the loss rate from 12% to 5%; with , we may choose minutes (achieving /h) instead of 27 minutes (with /h) to decrease the loss rate from 26% to about 12%.
We show in Fig. 10 the maximum profit(i.e., with ) in solid lines as a function of given . The maximum attainable profit increases somewhat linearly with . Furthermore, for ag i v e n , there is a minimum value of for the system to become profitable (the minimum is given by setting the maximum per-batch profit to zero, i.e.,
). Also shown in dashed lines is the profit with 8 minutes, corresponding to a loss rate of about 9%. We see that for low (such as ), even though varies with , keeping constant can achieve close to optimal profit. On the other hand, when is high (say ), meeting a loss rate requirement would mean a more substantial decrease in profit. We see that if the desire is to achieve a low loss rate (say around 10%), then the window size is likely to be sub-optimal, unless the request rate is high. The figure suggests that movies with low arrival rates may not be profitable if the loss requirement has to be kept low. In order to achieve overall system profit, either the loss requirement of these unpopular movies has to be relaxed, or their PPVs have to be higher, otherwise their loss may have to be offset by the profit from the more popular movies. We also find that (not presented here) if users are willing to wait longer (i.e., as or increases), the overall profit increases and the loss rate decreases (with an increase in the optimal window size). This suggests that for those unpopular movies, some means to extend the viewers waiting tolerance may be useful (by offering, for example, deterministic delay or some delay-based PPV).
We next consider the batch-size based scheme. In this scheme, there is an optimal batch size to achieve maximum profit rate . When the profit is high, there is a remarkable resemblance between this scheme and auto-gating in terms of and the corresponding , with the optimal batch-size corresponds closely to the average batch-size obtained in the auto-gating using [22] . There is, however, a slight difference between the auto-gating and the batch-size based scheme: while the former does not discriminate between profitable and unprofitable batches, the latter selectively serves a batch which leads to profit (by simply setting ). Therefore, when is low, the auto-gating may not achieve profit while the batch-size based scheme can still be profitable (at the expense of higher user loss rate) [21] .
We finally consider the combined schemes, and show in Fig. 11 versus with minutes, and exponential user reneging function ( minutes and ). The parameters and are independently chosen given the target arrival rate at requests/h to achieve 10% for the auto-gating (Figs. 8 and 9 ) and batch-size based scheme, respectively. Also shown in broken lines are the respective performance of auto-gating with the same and the batch-size based scheme with the same . Clearly, as goes higher than the target rate, auto-gating achieves higher profit, and when the arrival rate drops, the batch-size based scheme achieves higher profit. The com- bined-for-profit scheme traces out the outer "envelope" of the two basic schemes, while the combined-for-loss scheme traces out the lower envelope. We show in Fig. 12 the corresponding versus . We see that the combined-for-profit scheme achieves its high profit at the expense of user loss, while its counterpart the combined-for-loss scheme achieves a lower user loss at the expense of profit. The figure also shows that the auto-gating offers a rather flat as a function of , while in the batch-size based scheme can vary quite significantly with . Our results indicate that in near-VOD, profit can be traded off with user loss: if the system has already achieved satisfactory profit, then the combined-for-loss scheme can be used to offer a better service quality; on the other hand, if the user loss rate can be relaxed, the combined-for-profit scheme can be used to achieve higher profit.
IV. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we have considered providing near VOD service when there is a cost associated with using a multicast channel. Batching then has to be done so as to amortize such channel cost so as to achieve profit, while meeting user delay or user loss (in the case of user reneging) requirement. We have examined and analyzed a number of (traditional) basic schemes, namely the window-based schemes and batch-size based scheme, in terms of their profit issues and user delay or loss. In general, there is a tradeoff between profit and user delay (or loss) in the system. The window-based schemes are able to offer guaranteed delay but not profit, while the batch-size based scheme is able to offer guaranteed profit but not delay. However, given a certain maximum user delay, batch-size based scheme is found to have lower profit when users do not renege. This makes the window-based schemes an attractive choice out of the basic schemes. We have also proposed and analyzed an adaptive scheme to combine the strengths of the basic schemes. The scheme is able to balance service quality (in terms of user delay experienced) and system profit when the underlying request rate fluctuates.
Given a certain user-reneging behavior, we find that maximizing profit per batch leads to long batching period and high user loss rate. Maximizing profit over a long time horizon (translated to the profit rate), on the other hand, is a better measure because it encourages more frequent smaller returns. However, the user loss rate may still be undesirably high at maximum profit, especially when the channel cost is high and users are not patient. Therefore, profit maximization should be subject to an acceptable level of user loss rate, and a shorter (suboptimal) batching period may have to be used. Generally, the higher the user delay tolerance is, the longer the batching period is and the higher the profit would be. Some unpopular movies would run at a revenue loss, unless incentives are used to make users to be more willing to wait or a higher PPV is charged. We finally show how the basic schemes can be combined to trade off profit and user loss in order to achieve high profit or low loss as the arrival rate fluctuates around some target or assumed value.
APPENDIX I ANALYSIS OF THE ADAPTIVE SCHEME WHEN USERS DO NOT RENEGE
In this section, we analyze the adaptive scheme as presented in Section II-B. We first define a few variables. Let be the random variable denoting the length of the batching period; clearly,
. Let be the probability that , which is the case when more than users (excluding the first one in the batch) arrive within . Therefore (14) Let be the probability that . It is equal to the probability that fewer than requests arrive (excluding the first request in the batch) within , and is then given by (15) Let be the probability that . Clearly (16) We first obtain the distribution of the batch-size, , which is clearly given by (17) , shown at the bottom of the page. The above equation can be used to find . Alternatively, may be obtained by conditioning on . Let , and . Clearly, , where
We next obtain user delay distribution by conditioning on . Given that and there are requests in the batch, one (the first one in the batch) has delay , and the remaining of them have delay uniformly distributed . Therefore, for , the user delay distribution is given by (21) where is the usual impulse function. Similarly, given that a batching window is of size , the user delay distribution is (22) Given that with (and hence, the batch-size is exactly ), one user would have delay users would have delay , and a user (the last one) would have zero delay. Therefore, for (23) (17) Removing the condition on for , the delay distribution is given by (24) where is given by (5) . For , the distribution is obtained similarly as (25) can then be obtained by .
APPENDIX II DELAY DISTRIBUTION FOR AUTO-GATING WITH USER RENEGING
We now derive user delay distribution for auto-gating with exponential user reneging function given by (8) . For , users do not renege and and have already been derived in Section II-C. We now consider the case where . Note that the first user in a batch always has delay . Requests arriving in the last minutes of a batch never renege, and hence have delay uniformly distributed between . The remaining requests in the batch have delay with probability . Hence, the delay distribution is given by for for otherwise.
where is the average batch-size given in (11). The average delay can then be obtained by . 
